Connor Winkler Revisions and Citations

(0:00) epoem plays in the background as well as the music lightly playing opening on beach

Hello and welcome to the citations for my epoem so let's get started. Originally with this I actually wanted to make a short video game

(0:13) space shuttle launch

 were like a small character would explore a world that got bigger around them to kinda convey the feelings

(0:20) back to beach and lake

 of the poem but turns out that's really hard and making video games is not a skill set

(0:27) shuttle launches and flies

 I have. And playing video games didn't really help as much as i had hoped. So I ended up having to scrap that idea and make a more traditional style epom like a majority of the class was already doing.

(0:44) begins flying past mountains in the background

 This ended up being fine I went with a lot of wide scoping nature pictures like you see in the background here. Because it gave the feel of humanity being kinda small while also still being a familiar place. And then I juxtapose that with, or not juxtapose but zoomed out even further into space and space ships and exploration ending with the big wide wide shot of earth. Because that to me just showed like... it made humanity even smaller and kind of helped the poem's imagery of humanity's place

(1:32) earth is in the background as a shuttle flies

 in the universe dealing with morality. And like understanding where we fit in the puzzle so to say...yeah and the majority of these fit into that theme and also they are just some damn really pretty pictures to be honest most of them are from NASA or something similar there is even the watermark at the top of the page in some of the places. But I don't know I felt like the very very pretty images helped keep the tone of the poem light. As well because I never felt like the poem was a negative or I don't know it deals with morality or mortality and it never feels like a negative thing so I felt like the very beautiful

(2:22) earth seen from space spins in the background

 scoping images were as they make us feel small it's not so much as to make us feel insignificant or like worthless yeah so here's the backed out shot of earth with space in the background which promises even further things and I liked that it highlighted humanity's achievements and like how we are reaching out towards that kinda thing despite it's so much bigger than what we are. And that'll be about it thank you very much. 

(2:55) beginning image of the video

(3:00-3:08) typing     
        

